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Abstract—The promise of telecommunication networks to de-
liver more demanding and complex applications requires them
to become more flexible and efficient. To achieve better perfor-
mance, telecommunication networks adopt technologies such as
NFV (Network Function Virtualization). However, this evolution
also brings more potential risks to the telecommunication net-
work. Reliability and resilience are becoming critical for service
delivery in the networks. To answer to service requirements of
high level availability and reliability, a model with a global view
of infrastructure, virtual network elements, and network layer
structure is required. Toward this end, this paper presents a
Petri Net method to model 5G and beyond telecommunication
networks. We introduce an extended Petri Net to model physical
infrastructure, virtual infrastructure, network services, their
behaviors, and dependencies. We present a simulation result on
network availability estimation. This result shows the potential
of the Petri Net-based model to be applied to a complex
telecommunication system resilience assessment.

Index Terms—Petri Net, 5G networks, B5G, resilience, avail-
ability, modeling, simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunication networks are becoming indispensable
for modern production and living. Facing the diverse and high
requirements from a broad vertical industry, 5G and beyond
networks are expected to be both efficient and reliable for
service delivery. Keeping such systems at good performance
during their whole life cycle is essential for service providers
and operators. Although 5G has been under development for
the last ten years, its resilience has not been studied enough.

5G is more service-oriented than 4G by offering a transition
from a ”horizontal” service delivery model toward a ”vertical”
one [1]. To better meet the different requirements and high
demand, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) should be
introduced for both RAN (Radio Access Network) and CN
(Core Network) to better adjust the network configuration to
the requirements. Thus, the resilience of the telecommunica-
tion networks is no longer an issue only for infrastructure but
also for virtual elements and service delivery [2].

This study builds a Petri Net-based model to describe
5G and beyond networks. This model could be applied to

communication service availability [3] (the ability to allow
correct operation of the application) analysis, communication
service reliability (the measure of continuous correct service
delivery) estimation, and the resilience [4] (the ability to
provide and maintain an acceptable level of service in the face
of various faults and challenges) evaluation of the system.

While still at an early stage, this paper introduces a case
study regarding network virtualization characteristics for test-
ing Network Function Virtualization (NFV) self-healing in the
dysfunctional mode and analyzing the network availability.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we present re-
lated work concerning telecommunication resilience analysis
and modeling in section II. Then in section III, we focus
on the telecommunication network model and, in particular
explaining how an extended Petri Net models the virtualization
characteristics. A case study on self-healing and the results are
given in section IV. Section V concludes the work with some
remarks and outlines the future works.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, some research regarding the 5G and beyond
telecommunication network resilience has been carried out.
These studies mainly focus on network resilience optimization,
only a few on resilience assessment. In optimization, while
solving linear programming problems is still the mainstream
of the research as found in [5]–[7], other methods such as
Shortest Paths [8], Divide and Conquer [9] are also applied.
The complexity of solving such a problem grows with the
number of constraints. However, numerous new constraints on
resource allocation and network management will be required
if the virtualization layer is considered. In assessment, methods
such as Reliability block diagram [10], Markov chain [11],
[12] are addressed. These methods fail to model a complex
telecommunication network by considering infrastructure, vir-
tualization, network layers, and their dependencies. A model
that can capture all network elements and their relationship
for resilience assessment and optimization is still missing.

As a critical technique for the 5G and beyond, Network
Virtualization has been particularly studied in some works. An
availability model and analysis of a virtualized system based



on Virtual Machines(VMs) are introduced in [13]. The authors
in [14] present a performance modeling approach that goes
into the microservice level to estimate the effect of resource
configuration on the Quality of Service (QoS). Although VMs
are already widely used in virtualization, containerization, as
a novel and lightweight virtualization method, is believed to
be a promising solution for 5G and beyond. However, rarely is
container-based virtualization modeled. Because it makes the
telecommunication network modeling even more complex [2].

Some recent works draw attention to Petri Net-based model
to study telecommunication networks thanks to its conve-
nience in modeling discrete event systems. In [15], a Petri
Net model is proposed for Service Function Chain (SFC)
reliability assessment. However, the model does not take into
consideration the risks of infrastructure failures. A Queuing
Petri Net model is applied in [16] to evaluate the QoS of a
video streaming service. The dysfunctional state of the system
is not yet considered in their study. In [17], the authors apply
a Petri Net model to describe the probabilistic behaviors of
network service. In [18], an extension of Petri Net is applied
only to model the NFV MANO framework to analyze its
availability. Finally, the authors in [19], introduce a Petri
Net-based performance model for containerized applications
deployed by Kubernetes. However, these works are limited and
do not propose a comprehensive perspective by considering
NFV characteristics, infrastructure behaviors, and QoS in
functional and dysfunctional mode.

Inspired by the related work, this paper proposes an ex-
tended Petri Net approach to fill the gaps in related work. This
extended Petri Net is given to model SFC, containerization-
based NFV elements, and infrastructure layer of the network. It
is also capable to estimate the performance and the resilience.

III. PETRI NET-BASED NETWORK MODEL

A. Timed Stochastic Colored Petri Net
1) Petri Net mathematical representation: Petri Net is

also known as Place / Transition net. It is a widely used
technique tracking systems’ states, dynamics, and constraints.
As well defined in [20], the Petri Net is a 5-tuple N =
〈P, T, F,W,M0〉, where P is a finite set of places often repre-
senting the different states of a system. Places are graphically
presented in circles. T is a finite set of transitions repre-
senting the state-changing process. Transitions are graphically
presented in rectangles or squares. F is a finite set of arcs
with F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ). W is a multi-set of arcs
(P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) → N assigning the weight to inputs and
outputs of a transition. M is the marking of the Petri Net graph
and M0 = P → {m1,m2, ...,m|P |}, therefore, assigning the
initial marking of the graph. Tokens of the graph describe the
dynamic and concurrent activities of systems. The marking in
Petri Net records the token number of each place.

2) Extensions of Petri Net: The classical Petri Net is not
directly applicable to telecommunication systems. Some state-
changing processes in such a system could be stochastic, time-
dependent, and require additional information. Some exten-
sions of Petri Net can help modeling a complex network better.

One of the most important extensions of Petri Net is
Stochastic Petri Net [21]. It includes a new set R =
{r1, r2, ..., r|T |}, representing the firing rate of each transition.
This extension could be applied to describe a failure process
in the telecommunication network.

In order to describe a time-dependent process, for instance,
the packet transmission, Timed Petri Nets [22] are introduced.
A new set D : T → Q+

0 associates each transition with a
specific non-negative number to represent the time factor.

Colored Petri Net attaches a value to a token. It indeed
distinguishes different kinds of tokens that a place holds. This
extension adds the following items [23], [24]:

1) Σ is a finite set of non-empty types, called color sets.
2) C is a function P → Σ defining the type of tokens

allowed in a place.
3) G: T → B associate the transition with a precondition g

(Boolean expression). The transition will be fired only
when g returns true value.

4) E is an arc expression function defined from F into
expressions such that ∀a ∈ F : C(E(a)) = C(p).

5) I is an initialization function mapping place p ∈ P with
an expression such that I(p) is associated to C(p).

Combining the extensions as aforementioned, we use a
Timed Stochastic Colored Petri Net (TSCPN) to describe the
5G system. Such a TSCPN is a multi-tuple: TSCPN =
〈Σ, P, T, F,W,m0, C,G,E, I,R,D〉

TSCPN is then applied to describe the different parts of the
telecommunication system.

B. Composition of the network system

We divide the 5G and beyond networks into three layers.
The first layer is the service layer. In this layer, the network

service is delivered by steering packets between a set of
functions called the service function chain. We consider a
network service where all its network functions engaged are
virtualized. The service delivery is presented by a series of
Virtual Network Functions(VNFs) connected via virtual links.

The second layer is the NFV elements layer. A virtual link
in this layer is based on a physical transport network, and a
VNF is a virtual functional building block hosted on a physical
server. Unlike physical elements, virtual elements may have an
unfixed size and an unfixed number of replicas.

The third layer is the infrastructure layer. Physical machines
and physical links belong to this layer.

C. Basic hypothesis

1) Service function chain: We consider an End-to-End
service with an ordered SFC. In this system, user equipment
sends service request packets to the SFC in the network. We
assume that every packet conveys a same size of data, and its
SFC always follows the same order of VNFs.

An SFC is a series of VNFs connected by links. The
transport network is considered as a perfectly reliable system.
We only consider a fixed time delay spent on the transmission
link between a user equipment and VNF, and between different
VNFs.



2) VNF and Virtualization: A VNF is, in fact, an applica-
tion that consists of several microservices. An example of 3
VNFs and their microservices are shown in Fig. 1. Each micro-
service is considered as a sub-function of VNF. We assume
that if a request packet needs multiple microservices, they
should be pursued in a given order. A packet cannot consult
two different microservices at the same time.

Fig. 1. VNFs and their microservices.

There are many ways of virtualization. In this paper, we
choose to model the deployment of these microservices in
containers. Kubernetes is used as the system for automating
deployment and managing containerized applications.

Pods are the smallest deployable units in Kubernetes. A
pod is one or a cluster of containers with shared storage
and network resources. We assume that only one container
is deployed on a pod. For each container, it corresponds to a
microservice the VNF supplier predefines. Pods are running
on Kubernetes nodes. All these nodes are physical machines.

3) Infrastructure and resources: The infrastructures used to
deliver an end-to-end function are physical links and physical
servers. Each physical machine has a certain amount of CPU,
storage, and network resources. Pods can only be hosted on
the server with enough resources.

4) Orchestration and management: Kubernetes is an en-
abler for the orchestration and management of containerized
applications. To evaluate the system resilience under failure,
we consider self-healing operation. Kubernetes can regularly
detect the healthiness of the pods or nodes. In case of failure,
they will be terminated, and new ones will be created. Other
operations such as auto-scaling, in which Kubernetes detects
particular indicators and change the deployment manners
accordingly, will be studied in future work.

D. Telecommunication network modeling

1) 5G Service Function Chain: This is the top layer Petri
Net which represents the process of an SFC containing m
VNFs as presented in Fig. 2. This pipeline style Petri Net
consists of a set P of 2(m+ 1) places and a set T of 2m+ 1
transitions. It signifies the progress of packet processing.

Fig. 2. Petri Net of SFC example.

At this level, a token refers to a packet that conveys a request
message that needs to traverse the SFC. The color function

C allows only ’packet’ type tokens to stay at the places,
C = {’Packet’}. These ’packet’ tokens can also convey some
values, including packet serial number, latency requirement,
packet starting time, etc.
Psfc = {pUE, pStart of VNF1, pEnd of VNF1, ..., pEnd of VNFm, pDN}

represents different steps of the processing procedure. ’Packet’
tokens at the place pDN signify that the packets are successfully
delivered. ’Packet’ token information such as latency can be
further investigated to verify if service is delivered correctly.

The transition set Tsfc = {Ttran ∪ Ttreat} contains the
transport and the packet treatment in SFC. The transitions
Ttran = {tTransport to VNF 1, tTransport to VNF 2, ..., tTransport to DN}
stand for the packets being transmitted from the previ-
ous place to the next one. A duration function D is at-
tached to these transitions and returns a time delay for
each packet transmission according to the distance and the
transmission technology. The treatment transitions Ttreat =
{tVNF 1 process, tVNF 2 process, ..., tVNF m process} are expanded into
sets of sub-networks explained in the following sections.

2) Virtual Network Functions: We expand the VNF i pro-
cess transition tVNF i process as depicted in Fig. 3. This transition
takes a token from the place pStart of VNF i, and after processing,
it returns the token to the place pEnd of VNF i. Inside a VNF i,
there are n microservices embedded in containers. The token
color set is Σ = {’Packet’, ’Packet list’}. The latter refers to
a list of packets to be treated. When a packet gets into this
i-th VNF, an immediate transition tservice selection routes them to
the microservice k it looks for with the help of guard function
G. Then this packet is inserted to the ’Packet list’ token at
the place pMS queue k. Microservice k transition tMS k-transition
is enabled as long as there is at least one microservice
pod with enough capacity left to treat this packet. After the
treatment, the packet arrives at pEnd of MS in VNF i. Two assertion
transitions associated with guard functions will check if other
microservices should be consulted before leaving current VNF.

Fig. 3. Petri Net of VNF decomposition.

3) Microservices: Microservices level Petri Net explains
the transition tMS k-transition in detail. The microservices appli-
cations are in the form of containers and they are embedded
into pods. A new token color type, ’Pod’, is added. These
tokens are stored at pavailable pods and pfailed pods.

The microservice is modeled with two transitions, as shown
in Fig. 4. The transition tMS bounding couples the first packet of
the packet list token with an available pod. A Boolean guard
function B associated with this transition checks if the pod
is eligible to provide service for the packet. To complete the



task, the packet will borrow a certain computation resources
from the pod. These resources are seen as homogeneous by
assumption. A function D assigns the processing time of the
microservice to this transition. An output packet token will
be sent to pbounded packets after this duration. The transition
tMS process verifies the completion of the service. If a pod fails
during the packet treatment, the packet needs to redo the
same microservice. Otherwise, the borrowed resource will be
released, and the packet will try the next microservice.

Fig. 4. Petri Net of Mirco-service treatment.

4) Failure and Self-healing: Numerous failures could hap-
pen in a telecommunication system. In this study, we mainly
consider pod failure, one of the most common failures that
affect the a vitrulized system’s performance.

Due to space, only pod software failure is explained, as
shown in Fig. 5. A stochastic transition tStochastic pod failing process
connects the state change of a pod token. We assume that
all pods in our system are identical, and thus, they have the
same mean time to failure (MTTF). We also assume that a
pod failure is in accordance with the exponential distribution
X ∼ Exp(λ), and with a constant rate of λ = MTTF−1.

Kubernetes launches a liveness probe once in a while to
detect the healthiness of pods. This time interval is called
periodsecond of the probe. If a pod is unhealthy, Kubernetes
starts the self-healing by terminating the pod and creating new
one. The transition tPods termination consumes the failed token
after a graceful termination time. Transition tPods creation will
create a pod containing the same microservice on an available
node with enough resources. We introduce place pAvailable node
containing a new token color, ’Node’, to represent the nodes.

Fig. 5. Pod Self-healing process

IV. NETWORKS AVAILABILITY ESTIMATION

The first step of our work is to apply the model to estimate
the system resilience by looking at the virtualization and in-
frastructure layer without mapping them to telecommunication

services. By doing so, the availability of the network to provide
services to the packets is estimated. Two major failures, the
physical failure on nodes and the software failure on pods,
are identified as the main risks to the system. When a failure
occurs, the Kubernetes Master will do self-healing to ensure
availability. We consider a system with one VNF that consists
of two microservices. We assume that these microservices
container pods are deployed on the same Data Center. For
load balancing reasons, each microservice initially has three
identical pod replicas. Other parameters are given in Table. I.

TABLE I
VNF PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Pod failure rate MTTF = 1258 hours [25]

Pod termination time 30 seconds (fixed value)
Node failure rate MTTF = 8760 hours
Node repair rate MTTR = 0.5 hours

Average time for pod instantiating 5 seconds
Average time for node creation 1 second

Node capacity 3 pods per node
Data Center Capacity 4 servers

Self-healing probe periodsecond 0 (immediate), 2, 5 and 10 seconds

A microservice is considered available at time t, if the token
quantity of such microservice at pavailable pods is greater than the
desired replica quantity. The uptime of a microservice is the
duration of time that a microservice is available. Then the
average availability of a microservice i can be calculated as:

Ai =
microservice i uptime
total simulation time

In the first situation, we assume the self-healing detection
is immediate, i.e., a failure on pod or node can be detected
with no delay. We simulate the microservice behavior over
50 years. The average value of microservices’ uptime over
20000 simulations is taken as the final result. We assume that
the two microservices are from the same VNF supplier and
are managed by the same Kubernetes Master. The results in
Fig. 6 show that if the desired replica quantity is three, then the
availability of a single microservice is 99.9996712% (5 nines).
If the desired replica quantity is one (one pod is enough, but
three initial pods bring high redundancy), then the availability
of this microservice can achieve up to 9 nines. The overall
availability for the VNF (at least three available replicas for
both microservice 1 and 2) is 99.9993523%1.

In the second situation, the effect of self-healing probe
frequency tp on system availability is studied. The result is
shown in Fig. 7. We compare the overall VNF availability
for tp varying from 0 to 10 seconds. The longer the probe
periodsecond, the lower the overall availability. The availabil-
ity drops from 99.9993523% (5 nines) to 99.9987198%2 (4
nines) by changing immediate detection to 10 seconds. Thus,
the telecommunication network can consume less energy while
satisfying the availability requirement by wisely optimizing the
periodsecond if allowed, according to this result.

195% confidence interval [99.9993520304%, 99.9993526071%]
295% confidence interval [99.9987192945%, 99.9987202301%]



Fig. 6. Microservice availability with immediate detection.

Fig. 7. Overall availability under immediate, 2, 5, and 10 seconds detection.

After 20000 simulation iterations, the results converge well.
It took from half to two hours (depending on detection
interval) to run these 20000 simulations in CPN tools on
a personal computer equipped with Windows 10, 2.10 GHz
CPU, and 8GB memory. Indeed, the computation time is
proportional to the number of pods and inversely proportional
to the periodsecond.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a Petri Net-based model to analyze
the performance and resilience of 5G and beyond networks.
This model divides a telecommunication system into multiple
layers and proves its ability to describe new features of
5G and beyond. The results of the Monte-Carlo simulation
on VNF self-healing show the prospects of this model on
telecommunication network availability analysis.

The results remain optimistic since other risks such as
network failure or maintenance are not fully considered. In
addition, more precise parameters need to be collected from
our experts and suppliers. For the next step, the auto-scaling
case study will be carried out to complete the service-level
reliability and resilience analysis, and to see how networks
adapt to different packet traffic. We also intend to expand the
case study from one single VNF to an SFC and apply the
model to simulate a real use case from the verticals.
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